F i t n e s s

Expand your strength
with functional training
Achieve successful fitness training, physical
rehabilitation and business growth with real-time
interactive motion feedback
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The Pixformance Station is
the winner of the Fibo Fitness
Innovation Award 2014.

200,000
Pixformance was established in 2012
and has offices in four countries. Its mission is to
help users reach their fitness and health goals with
state-of-the-art technology. Pixformance is already
helping over 200,000 users a week in 11 countries to
improve their health and fitness training.
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the pixformance concept

—

Pixformance is the key to your gym’s
success: customized training plans with
real-time feedback, an online platform and
state-of-the-art digital technology.

The Pixformance Station is an
intelligent fitness device that guides
your members to total fitness.
Easy to use
The Pixformance Station is a simple,
low-maintenance system that adds high
value without placing additional demands
on your staff. Your clients simply identify
themselves with their custom key cards
to start their personalized workout. With
150+ exercises, you and your staff can
easily create new workouts tailored to
your clients’ needs.

Group or individual
workouts
The Pixformance Station allows your
members to train individually or in groups.
The circuit training allows members to
join the group workout without losing
the personalized aspect of their training.
With the Pixformance Station, your
members will go beyond better fitness
and experience a whole new level of
motivation.
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the pixformance concept

—

Not just another
fitness device
The patented Pixformance Station is a free-standing, digital sports
device developed by experts in science, technology, medicine, and fitness. With
our innovative software, the station measures the body of each user in a matter of
seconds based on 26 joint points. It precisely analyzes the execution of movements
and provides live digital feedback — enabling particularly effective and safe
functional training. With over 150 functional exercises, the station can be used
for individual and circuit training.

Real-time motion feedback
The in-unit camera scans 26 body points for
precise motion capture while exercising. All exercises
are visible on screen and safely guide your members
through the workout while the real-time feedback
allows your staff to focus on the social aspects of
training and thereby improve your clients’ experience.

INTERACTIVE
The patented Pixformance Station
provides virtual feedback in real-time

backed by experts
Scientifically defined exercises
for optimal support

PERSONALIZED
Customized workouts for all ages and
fitness levels

ALL-IN-ONE
Individuality, variation, real-time feedback,
motivation and interaction

FUN
Versatility and digital training increase
motivation
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“We deliberately opted for Pixformance
because we saw opportunities to quickly
recoup the initial investment.”
Kim Essink, owner Essink fitness club

Pixformance app
FULLY CONNECTED with our app with
access to training plans, fitness trackers,
exercise progress and history, no matter
when and where.

Online platform

More motivation and fun

Use the user-friendly Online Platform

virtually supervised training

to create tailored training sessions for individuals and
groups or select a plan designed by experts. The data
generated by motion analysis helps you to offer your
clients even more individual support.

increases the workout experience and motivates users
to reach their goals with more motivation.
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mrs.sporty case study

—

+35%

increase in
revenues

in the first year following introduction of full Pixformance concept
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Average revenues per month of the first upgraded club
Average earnings per month of the first upgraded club

Mrs.Sporty case study
With 550 women’s fitness clubs in seven
countries and over 200,000 members, Mrs.Sporty is a
market leader in the European fitness sector. Their concept
was originally based on workouts with hydraulic machines.
Since 2013, 255 Mrs.Sporty clubs have added Pixformance
Stations to their circuit, with 182 using the full Pixformance
concept at the core of their training. This has not only helped
Mrs.Sporty club owners to boost their revenues but they have
also seen an increase in customer satisfaction.
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your competitive advantages

—

Your competitive
advantages
More training and sales

Individual care

Thanks to the patented software,
several trainees can be cared
for simultaneously and without
additional personnel expenditure
(e.g. in the evening).

Training programs can be tailored
to the health and age of each
member in seconds.

High-quality club
equipment

The trainer does not have to
perform each exercise personally,
which saves time – and, in
turn, benefits the support of all
members.

A contemporary fitness offer
paired with a tailor-made
training experience provides
effective member retention.

Efficient member
administration
On the online platform, the
training progress of each
patient is precisely documented for training analysis
and optimization.

More time for the
essentials

Over 150 exercises
available
Over 150 functional exercises
that are as varied and unique
as your members. They can be
activated with just a few clicks.

data-driven insights
Our online platform tracks detailed exercise results and
allows you to create customized sessions for individuals
and groups or choose programs designed by fitness
experts. Take advantage of precise movement analysis
along with data-driven insights and suggestions for
improvements to enhance customer care.
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essink case study

—

Essink case study
Pixformance was introduced at Essink Sport (Eindhoven – the Netherlands)
with the aim of recruiting new members by offering an innovative new training device as well as
upselling to existing members to increase customer retention.

Higher retention
rates
Additional charge of €10
The Essink business model includes an
additional charge of €10 for members
training with Pixformance. Although it
is possible to price services individually
for each client, Essink’s pricing method
generates additional profit. Pixformance
helped Essink to achieve their goals by
running a performance-based Facebook
marketing campaign to generate new,
high-quality leads.
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1.7 times more ROI in
18 months!
Since its launch, Pixformance has
demonstrated steady demand among
existing and new members which allowed
the club to recoup the leasing costs within
the first two months and also generate
additional revenue.

“The great thing about
Pixformance is that you
always have your personal
trainer with you.”
Huub Janssen (49), entrepreneur.
Trains daily with the Pixformance Station at Essink.

Monthly revenues
generated by Pixformance memberships at Essink

Fixed costs recouped
IN JUST 2 MONTHS

Development

Strong performance

END OF 2015

TOWARDS THE END OF 2016

€ 3,
Start of Facebook
campaign

€ 2,
€ 1,
€0
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technical details

—

Technical details

Colors

• Front: white, glossy
• Aluminium frame: dark gray
Weight

147.3 cm

• 100 kg
Power supply

• Cold-device plug, 230 V/100 V
(depending on country)

• Maximum current consumption:
800 Watts
Special features

• Built-in wheels for ease of transport

85 cm
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51.7 cm

technical details

—

Space required
for one unit

370 cm
210 cm

250 cm
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what we offer you

—

You can rely on
our support – here’s what
we offer you:
Financing

room planning

Whether you decide to purchase or lease, you can
arrange the financing to suit your own requirements.
We would be happy to support you in these arrangements from the start.

We would be happy to create a free room concept
for you tailored to your capacities and personal
requirements.

Training

We can support you with a marketing package
tailored to your requirements and show you how to
attract and retain members.

To make it as easy as possible for you to get started,
we offer personal training sessions for your staff, so
they know how to use the Pixformance Station.
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MARKETING

Get
ed
s ta r t
y!
to d a
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Any questions?
We would be happy
to help you!
T +49 30 398056-10
contact@pixformance.com

Pixformance.COM

Pixformance Sports GmbH
head office

berlin office

picture credits

Hauptstraße 19–20

Helmholtzstraße 2–9

Andreas Laufenberg

14624 Dallgow-Döberitz,

GSG-Hof, Aufgang H

Germany

10587 Berlin, Germany
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